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In May 2002, I made what I thought was a trivial decision: I decided to start a weblog. 
  
I had always enjoyed writing; I believe I may be the only Engineering major from Cornell University to ever have also 
served as a newsroom editor at the Cornell Daily Sun, the school’s daily morning paper. So a blog seemed like an 
enjoyable outlet for my creative side; a diversion and entertainment, little more. 
  
It turned out, however, to be the first step on a long, strange trip indeed. The writing led to tinkering – the disorder 
and chaos of the early “blogosphere” bugged me, and so I started developing tools to somehow rank and analyze 
those very first blogs. That led to a reputation as a tech guy, and that led to a long, long list of projects and adventures 
– which is what this portfolio is all about. 
  
From 2002 through 2009, through both “volunteer” and professional efforts with my own consulting firm Kithbridge, I 
found myself on the leading edge of what was later to be called social media. My travels would take me into the world 
of the US military; to the founding moments of one of the largest political movements in recent decades; to the halls of 
the US Congress and to the White House itself (twice).  The pages that follow provide the highlights of my journey, and 
I hope they will provide you with further insight into who I am beyond the line items on my resume.  
  
A final note: when I made that fateful decision to start blogging, I also decided to do so under a pseudonym. This was a 
decision I was later thankful for: I was always proud of my online work, but while I still had a “day job”, the pseudonym 
allowed me to keep a clear separation between my personal efforts online and my work for my employers. However, 
my choice of pseudonym haunts me to this day: thinking it of little consequence, I struck upon the name “The Truth 
Laid Bear” for my weblog, and adopted the pseudonym “N.Z. Bear” for myself. (While I have long since gone public 
that N.Z. Bear = Rob Neppell, what the “N.Z.” stands for is, and shall remain, a private joke between my wife and I. But 
it’s not New Zealand, contra most bloggers’ initial assumptions). And so, you’ll see some references to Rob Neppell in 
these pages, but many also to “N.Z. Bear”. Let it serve as a lesson to anyone considering a pseudonym: choose wisely – 
you may be explaining it twelve years later. 
  
Rob Neppell 
Newport Beach, 2014 
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Map of the Blogosphere – 6/3/2002 
This is believed to be the first such map ever created 

“Bush staff members rely on technorati.com and truthlaidbear.com, which track political blogs and websites to see 
what items in local papers, on websites and in blogs are getting the most hits. “If a story moves up through the 
rankings and linking, we can know,” says one of the Bush staff members assigned to alert the rest of the team 
about which stories are moving through the blogosphere. “We can get indicators about stories before they break 
elsewhere. It’s like an early-warning system.” – Time Magazine, 9/27/2004 

The TTLB Blogosphere Ecosystem 
Challenge Make it easier to find popular and interesting weblogs, and identify what blogs are actually 

"popular" at all --- in 2002.

Idea Define weblog popularity by the # of links a blog receives from other weblogs. First using 
manual tools, and later automation (PHP / MySQL), create a ranked list of weblogs. To 
encourage participation and discourage the rankings being taken too seriously, categorize 
blogs into tiers based on an "Ecosystem", with "Higher Beings" at the top, followed by 
"Mortal Humans", "Playful Primates", all the way down to "Insignificant Microbes."  
Additionally, by providing badges that bloggers could place on their own blogs ("I'm a 
Marauding Marsupial in the TTLB Ecosystem") links and traffic were directed back to my own 
site, boosting its popularity and search engine rankings tremendously. 

Results The first blog ranking system ever.
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The TTLB Blogosphere Ecosystem – 6/16/2004 

The TTLB Blogosphere Ecosystem 
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My original blog post launching the effort 

Final Totals Blogs which drove the most donations 

“As four days of blogburst fundraising comes to a close, the amount collected via the 1,791 participating blogs is 
more than $1,079,000, an amount that will no doubt continue to rise as folks continue to find the various 
appeals listed and publicized by Glenn, and/or record their donations at NZ Bear’s place. Thanks to NZ and 
Instapundit for their extraordinary commitment.” – Hugh Hewitt. 9/5/2005 

Blog For Katrina Relief 
Challenge Find a way to harness the distributed power of the blogosphere to drive donations to Katrina 

relief efforts and draw attention to lesser-known charities.

Idea Ask bloggers to recommend a charity of their choice and urge their readers to donate. Create 
a friendly competition by allowing bloggers and donations to be tracked (on an honor 
system) at a central webpage. 

Results Over $1.3M in contributions logged through the participation of 1,877 blogs promoting 375 
different charities. 
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Presenting a commemorative 
plaque to co-sponsor 

Senator Tom Coburn (R-OK) 

“I think we’ll look back on the outing of Senators Ted Stevens and Robert Byrd as the fools who put a secret hold 
on an antipork bill as an important milestone in American politics…. and that’s not just because there are two 
more scalps on bloggers’ belts. No, what matters is that this Porkbusters campaign shows the power of the 
internet to organize, empower, and amplify.” – Jeff Jarvis, The Internet as Amplifier    

Porkbusters & The Secret Hold 
Challenge In 2006 Senators Tom Coburn (R-OK) and Barack Obama (D-IL) co-sponsored a bill which 

would require a single government website to be created where citizens could view and 
search all federal spending. The bill stalled in the Senate, however, because one or more 
Senators used an arcane procedure called a "secret hold" where they blocked the bill --- but 
could remain anonymous, thereby avoiding responsibility and negative publicity. 

Idea Create a web page where the  Senators were listed as "suspects" and ask readers to call their 
Senators' offices. If a Senator or their staff would go on the record and state they did not 
place the hold, they would be moved to the "in the clear" category.

Results Within days, the effort exploded and gained widespread attention in both blogs and "old" 
media. On 8/30/06 and 8/31/06, the two holders were revealed. Shortly thereafter, the holds 
were lifted, and on 9/26/2006 President Bush signed the bill into law.

Senators Tom Coburn and Barak Obama have proposed S.2590, legislation that 
would create a single website with access to information on nearly all recipients of 
federal funding. The bill cannot proceed, however, because one or more Senators 
placed a "secret hold" on it.  
 
Who is the secret holder? We want to know, and we want your help finding out. 
Call your Senator, and ask them to go on the record denying that they placed the 
hold. Then e-mail Porkbusters and let us know what they said! Senators who issue 
denials will be removed from the suspect list --- and those who do not, won't!  
 

UPDATE 8/30/06 pm:  
 
Revealed! Senator Ted Stevens' 
staff acknowledges that he has 
placed a hold on the bill. 

Update 8/31/06 pm:  
 
Suitably Flip now reports confirmation that as suspected, 
Senator Byrd is the second holder, and has now both 
confessed and lifted his hold! 
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ReadTheStimulus.org, 2/13/2009 

“Readthestimulus.org gets all Web 2.0 on Congress: it's a forum where anyone who wants to can comb through a 
few pages of the bill and record their findings in a Google document. Volunteers can do as many or as few pages 
as they like. "We wanted people to know where their money was going," says Rob Bluey, director of online 
strategy at Heritage. Bluey says that while the government has made PDF versions of bills available online for a 
while now, the documents are never searchable and they are hard for regular citizens to digest. 
 
"The whole project is frankly in some sense stupid," says Rob Neppell, president of new media development 
company Kithbridge, who runs the website. "It's stupid because we're doing a lot of reengineering, we're trying to 
actually extract real information out of the text. It shouldn't require a nonprofit company to do the government's 
work for them.“ – Time, 1/25/2009  

ReadTheStimulus.org 
Challenge Provide an easier way for citizens to read and discuss the contents of the massive 2009 

stimulus than scrolling through the 900+ page PDF version.

Idea Using parsing tools, extract the content from the PDF files and re-publish it online it 
searchable and commentable format.

Results Thousands of pages parsed, with hundreds of comments and thousands of citizens visiting 
the site.
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Soldiers’ Angels founder Patti-Patton Bader named 
“America’s Favorite Mom” 

following a successful social media campaign by Kithbridge 

The Victory Caucus & Troop Support 
Challenge As a civilian, find a way to educate myself and help educate others on the true reality of the 

wars in Iraq and Afghanistan (circa 2006-2007) and to help support those who had served and 
were serving in our military. 

Contributions - Worked with organizations such as Soldiers’ Angels (acting CTO), Spirit of America (social 
media manager) and Project Valour-IT (provided technical assistance for online competition 
to raise funds to provide voice-activated laptops to soldiers who had lost the use of their 
hands).
- Created The Victory Caucus, a website which aggregated first-hand reports from military 
personnel blogging from the front lines (“milbloggers”), independent journalists, and official 
military sources to provide detailed coverage of the Iraq War.
- In recognition for these efforts, received an invitation in September 2007 to join a group of 
milbloggers to meet President Bush for an hour-long roundtable discussion about the war 
and the role of new media in public understanding. 

Military blogger roundtable in the Roosevelt Room In the Oval Office 
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Leading up to Election Day 2010, Tea Party Patriots 
 had more Facebook followers than all established  

political parties combined. 

“In 2009, I had the privilege of working with Rob as one of the founding partners of Tea Party Patriots, an organization 
that quickly became the center of the tea party movement, attracting millions of members and thousands of affiliated 
chapters across the country.  Rob's calm demeanor and strong leadership skills were absolutely necessary to the 
success of the organization as it sailed the churning waters of hyper-growth and political controversy.  

“It is not an overstatement to say that Tea Party Patriots, the largest tea party organization in the country, would not 
exist today if it were not for Rob's leadership.   Rob contributed his sophisticated business and technical expertise, but 
more importantly, the leadership and crisis management skills that helped us keep the ship upright during very difficult 
times.  He helped us manage financial, personnel, and organizational challenges which were beyond the scope of 
experience of the rest of the team.  

Tea Party Patriots 
Challenge Find a way to constructively enable the energy of citizens displayed by the “tea party” 

protests of early 2009, and help previously disengaged Americans to take a more active role 
in the political process.

Idea Establish a national umbrella organization, Tea Party Patriots, which would serve the local 
Tea Party groups as a central rallying and organizational point. The national TPP could provide 
funding, support structures for local and state leaders, networking opportunities, resources 
and consensus building for political goals.

Contributions - Created the first Tea Party Patriots website for the 4/15/2009 Tax Day protests (a last-minute 
crisis effort when the initial website designer was unsuccessful)
- Worked to gain consensus for the national organization and became co-founder & board 
member of the Tea Party Patriots legal nonprofit entity.
- Facilitated expansion of the Board of Directors to incorporate additional representatives 
from local tea party groups. Served as Secretary and Treasurer until Board expansion was 
completed in October 2009. 

With co-founders Mark Meckler and Jenny Beth Martin 

“We literally could not have survived the storm if it were not for Rob's 
leadership, and at great personal cost he stayed on board until the 
situation was stable, and appropriate professional level controls and 
structure were in place.  Because Rob went back to focusing on his 
private and professional life, and because he is a man of such humility, 
many in the tea party movement may not remember his pivotal role, but 
most certainly, I'll never forget.”  

– Mark Meckler, Co-Founder Tea Party Patriots  
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